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The Grant Assembly in Kabul to Release 
Taliban Never End War. 
(It was US President Donald Trump Election -Year Publicity) 

 
Afghan Political observers believe that the ongoing game is being 

followed up in continuation of the previous policy of USA and its allies. 

The same game but in a new fashion. Unrest, chaotic and unsafe 

situation is being engineered intentionally by foreign occupiers and 

Pakistan to prolong their existence, plundering the mines and 

underground natural resources of Afghanistan.  

 

It is no secret that President Ghani has no authority, whatsoever. He is a puppet, 

supporting behind the scenes the criminal Taliban who have been committing 

heinous crimes against the people of Afghanistan. Ghani and Karzai and 

Khalilzad have supported and equipped Taliban based on undeniable evidence 

shown in their words and deeds. However, Taliban have perpetually committed 

numerous crimes against humanity, such as bombing, killing, looting, organising 

suicide bombing, abducting, sexual assaults, and many others. Taliban’s crimes 

have been going on since they commenced training in Madrasas( religious 

schools) of Pakistan, ever since Major General Naseerullah Khan Babar founded 



the  Taliban movement when he was serving as Interior Minister of Pakistan 

during Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto’s second government from 1993-1996. 

 

The US invaded Afghanistan in October 2001 to oust the Taliban, whom they 

said were harbouring Osama bin Laden and other al-Qaeda figures linked to the 

9/11 attacks. The number of US troops in Afghanistan grew as Washington 

poured in billions of dollars apparently to fight the Taliban insurgency and fund 

reconstruction. But why now after thousands of people were killed, maimed, and 

handicapped, the USA is dealing with Taliban, without the consent of the people 

of Afghanistan. Donald Trump uses any election-year deal with the Taliban as an 

accomplishment   of his promise to wind up “endless wars.” But the withdrawal 

may not be as complete as it seems. According to reports from Afghan and 

foreign political analysts, the deal   between Taliban and American Envoy, 

Zalmay Khalilzad,  contains several “secret annexes” — provisions which has 

not become public — that would allow the U.S. to maintain some of its military 

and intelligence bases under the pretext of fighting the counterterrorism forces, 

enabling it to continue conducting targeted operations there. That was the task 

which had to be fulfilled 18 years ago. Mr Khalilabad is one of the major 

players for the on-going efforts to maintain the supremacy of extremist Pashtun 

fundamentalists in his failed mission. That is why for two decades a broad-

based government to observe justice and equality among all citizens has not 

been established yet. 

 

Reports says of a deal between the US and Pakistan to install Taliban in power. 

The US does not care about democracy or human rights. President Trump would 

like to show that he wants to withdraw American troops from 

Afghanistan.  Ostensibly, to end America’s so called longest military offshore 

engagement in history.  In fact, it is not the longest war but the longest occupation 

of a nation. According to foreign analysts, President Trump tries to attract the 

attention of voters for his second presidential term.  

 

The news has leaked from Doha that America has dealt with Taliban to agree to 

its military bases in Afghanistan to protect the security of gas pipeline the republic 

of Turkmenistan across Afghanistan and Pakistan to the Indian Ocean. Khalilzad 

has been closely occupied with task of US efforts to access to the oil and gas 

resources of the region. At present Khalilabad’s son is also working with the 

American oil company UNOCAL according to Afghan observers.  

 

Since Khalilzad was appointed as a special envoy to Afghanistan by President 

Bush he participated in talks between the oil company and Taliban officials in 

1997, which were aimed at implementing a 1995 agreement to build the pipeline 

across western Afghanistan. That is currently the same issue which is part of the 

deal with Taliban. 



 

Until now, 5100 Taliban operators were already released from prisons without 

seeking the views of people through the so- called national assembly. Such an 

important issue should have been decided by the Parliament or ratified in a 

plebiscite, so that those people of Afghanistan who have lost their loved ones, 

would have an opportunity to exercise their right of national self-determination 

in relation to their destiny and raise their voice against those who devastated their 

families.  People look at this Assembly Council as a game. It was organised as an 

artificial and orchestrated assembly composed of those in favour of Taliban from 

inside and outside the government.  Even the slightest voice of a lady was quelled 

by physical assault. 

 

President Ghani was trying to get the approval of USA to remain in power for 

another 5 years to agree to the release of 400 Taliban. But America seemingly did 

not agree to that proposal. He has to go, he just wanted to put the responsibility 

of the release of 400 Taliban to the people, and participants  of the assembly who 

were well in advance directed to agree to their release in this ridiculous 

government self - made gathering. However, 5100 of the criminal Taliban 

prisoners were already released behind the scenes without any consult and 

negotiation with the people of Afghanistan.  

 

In holding this illegitimate “Grand Assembly”, 50 million US dollars was spent 

which could have been spent on feeding thousands of people who are living below 

the poverty line. The American Administration seemingly told Ghani, “if the last 

400’ Taliban would not be released, then America would release 

them.”   Therefore, Afghan president has just been installed as a teddy bear and 

puppet of the occupying forces of America. His decree has no value in relation to 

the release of Taliban.  

 

Americans have agreed in the State of Qatar with Taliban leaders in mediation of 

Pakistan to be installed in power. Ghani will leave Afghanistan or will be faced 

with the destiny of President Najib. It is also highly likely that a civil war may 

break out. People do not like Taliban to be ruling again in Afghanistan as they 

did in the past. We need to just wait and see what may happen, however, our 

intelligent guess and prediction based on observation the development of 

situation for so long will be not be far from reality. It is improbable that one of 

the following events may not occur.  

 

• There will not any peace, civil war is likely to happen. 

• America and its allies are not in favour of peace in Afghanistan.  

• The national army of Afghanistan is financed by USA and seems highly 

likely to be disintegrated into several factions, defending their own ethnic 

groups, because the government has been trying for the last two decades to 



sideline other ethnicities from power. Only a few opportunists, corrupt and 

flatters and self-seeking political figures from other ethnic groups for 

personal interest are on the side of this government which came in power 

by rigging and fraud. 

• It is highly likely that another terror group by the name of Daesh / ISIS 

come into being by those who want to keep the unrest in Afghanistan 

inflamed for justification of their presence and under the pretext of fighting 

against Daesh.  

• The ongoing game is being followed up in continuation of the 

previous policy of USA and its allies. Unrest, chaotic and unsafe 

situation is being engineered intentionally by foreign occupiers 

and Pakistan to prolong their existence for plundering the mines 

and underground resources of Afghanistan.  

 

However, it sounds pessimistic, but most people in Afghanistan 

know what is going on in their country, based on evidence and 

observation shaping the politics by foreign intelligence services in 

Afghanistan since 2001.  

 

The release of the most notorious criminal who killed over 

750000 soldiers and officers of our national army and thousands 

of children, men, and women in our homeland are released 

irresponsibly and cold-heartedly by the occupying forces. While 

they were keeping in power, two of its most corrupt agents, 

Hamid Karzai, and Ashraf Ghani, for almost 18 years. People ask 

why still the issue has remained unresolved. Why the criminals of 

the people of Afghanistan are released from prisons without trials, 

punishment and bringing them to justice?  

 

The American Administration proved itself times and again that 

the people in other countries has no value to American leaders, 

while their interest may be somehow concerned.  

 

It is time for the people of Afghanistan to raise their voices, inside 

and outside the country, against the Taliban which America in 

collusion with Pakistan and Arab countries  are trying to put them 

in power for their own long term strategic influence in the region, 

no matter what will be the consequences for our country. The 

gradual eradication of the people of Afghanistan has been going 

since the start of occupation in many different fashions. Taliban 

are artificial coronaviruses, like smallpox virus, until the country 

is freed from their scourge no peace will be expected even in 

farseeing future.  


